
VILLAGE OF FRANKLIN 

PLANNING COMMISSION 

REGULAR MEETING 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 17 2020 7:00 PM 

Held remotely via “Zoom.us” 

 

I. MEETING CALLED TO ORDER 

The regular meeting of the Village of Franklin Planning Commission was called to order by 

Chairman, David Goldberg, via Zoom, Franklin, Michigan at 7:01 PM. 

 

II. ROLL CALL 

Present: Raj Abbass, Nena Downing, David Goldberg, Peter Halick, Dean Moenck, Stuart 

Wooters 

Absent:           Albert Haddad 

Also Present: Sarah Traxler, Planning Consultant, McKenna & Associates; Roger Fraser 

Village Administrator; Eileen Pulker, Village Clerk; Doreen Martin, Deputy 

Village Clerk; Mira Stakhiv, Village Council Liaison; Pamela Hansen, Village 

Council President; Fred Gallasch, Village Council Trustee. 

A Quorum was present. 

 

III. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA 

Motion by Moenck, seconded by Abbass to adopt the agenda, as presented. 

 

Goldberg requested that III. A.  Discussion about Commissioner Terms be added to the 

Agenda. 

 

Motion by Downing, seconded by Abbass to adopt the agenda, as amended. 

 

Roll Call Vote 

Downing  Aye 

Halick  Aye 

Abbass  Aye 

Goldberg  Aye 

Moenck  Aye 

Wooters  Aye 

 

Absent: Haddad 

Motion carried.  

 

A. DISCUSSION ABOUT COMMISSIONER TERMS 

Goldberg’s and Abbass’s terms expire in June and both have told President Hansen their desires 

to remain on the Planning Commission.  Hansen will make her recommendation to Council.  

Haddad has resigned from the Planning Commission.  Council will need to consider volunteers 

to fill Haddad’s position.  Also, after 16 years on the Planning Commission, Moenck has made 

the decision to step down following this meeting.  Each Commissioner expressed their good 

thoughts and well wishes.  Moenck thanked everyone for their support and verbalized his 

appreciation and pleasure to work with the Commissioners over the years.  He advised the 

Commission that he would be available, if ever needed. 
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Pam Hansen, Council President, wished Moenck well and thanked him for years of camaraderie 

and all the years of his service to the Village, including the time she and he were on the Planning 

Commission together.  

 

IV. ADOPTION OF MINUTES 

A. Regular Meeting of May 20, 2020 

At next month’s meeting, the Commission will elect Officers and appoint someone to the 

position on the ZBA. 

 

Motion by Wooters, seconded by Downing to approve the Minutes for the Regular Meeting 

of May 20, 2020, as presented. 

 

Roll Call Vote 

Downing  Aye 

Halick  Aye 

Abbass  Aye 

Goldberg  Aye 

Wooters  Aye 

Moenck  Aye 

 

Absent: Haddad 

Motion carried.  

  

V. COUNCIL LIAISON REPORT 

Fraser was not currently available. 

 

VI. BUDGET AND EXPENSES REPORT 

Goldberg observed that this year was below budget due to missed meetings (COVID-19 and lack 

of quorums).  When available Goldberg would like Fraser to comment on the changes Council 

made to the new budget. 

 

VII. PUBLIC COMMENTS 

Mira Stakhiv, Council representative to PC, encouraged Pulker and the office staff to advertise 

the multiple vacant positions on the Planning Commission.  Pulker stated that such a notice had 

been posted in the weekly eblast the previous week and will remain in the missive for now. 

 

Gallasch noted that PC’s 2021 budget was $18, 670.  Wooters inquired as to how the budget 

would be impacted since the Master Plan had not been finalized this year.  Gallasch clarified that 

$6,000 had been allocated for the Master Plan. 

 

VIII. PUBLIC HEARING 

  A.  Solar Panels, Special Approval Use, 26380 Willowgreen 

Goldberg opened the Public Hearing at 7:20 PM.  He detailed the subject matter for the public. 

 

Larry Kerber, Commercial/Industrial Solar Consultant, representing the contractor, was present. 
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There were no public comments, and Pulker noted that no letters or phone calls had been 

received. 

 

Goldberg closed the Public Hearing at 7:23 PM. 

 

IX. NEW BUSINESS. 

  A.  Fencing Ordinance Discussion 

Goldberg explained that Wooters had raised an issue and put together some information, which 

he sent to all the Commissioners.  Goldberg requested there be a brief discussion of whether PC 

thought this item to be significant enough to ask Council if Planning should consider this subject. 

 

Downing saw no issue with the subject and need not be addressed.  It was her opinion that the 

fencing could be considered seasonal and temporary which could be dismantled when not in use.  

 

Wooters had noticed some garden structures in the Village that were meant to protect plants from 

the wildlife, some of which were well constructed.  However, he wondered if they complied with 

the Fence Ordinances and questioned if those that did not should be addressed.  He gave several 

examples of those fences, which complied with the Ordinances. 

 

Abbass saw no need to get into details unless people complained about the height of the fence.  

He did not see this as a problem as long as it did not affect the neighbors. 

 

Goldberg described the existing regulations for the different and allowable types of fencing.  

Wooters was asking if Planning thought there was a proliferation of garden fences and should 

they be regulated?  If so, enforcement might become an issue.  Should Council consider this 

subject and refer it to Planning?  Goldberg, Wooters, Moenck, and Halick were in favor of 

referring this to Council. 

 

Goldberg would present this issue to Council. 

 

X. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

  A.  Consider Solar Panels, Special Approval Use, 26380 Willowgreen 

Schedule Public Hearing. 

Larry Kerber, Commercial/Industrial Solar Consultant, representing the contractor, was present. 

 

Traxler provided a memo, dated June 10, 2020, entitled, Special Land Use for Solar Installation, 

referencing the Willowgreen address, which was, zoned R-M, Modified Low Density Residential 

District.  She provided a PowerPoint presentation consisting of eleven (11) questions and 

answers related to the Ordinance, special use criteria per Sections 1298.32 (d) and (e), as per her 

memo, and photos which illustrated appropriate questions and answers. 

 

Traxler’s review letter proposed three (3) possible actions the Planning Commission could take: 

1. Recommend approval (or proposed) of special use application to Village Council; 

2. Recommend approval (with reasonable conditions) of special use application to Village 

Council; or 

3. Recommend denial of special use application to Village Council. 
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Public Comments 

There were none. 

 

Kerber had nothing to add to the presentation stating that Traxler was accurate in what she had 

presented. 

 

Wooters stated this appeared to be very straightforward and he had no questions.  The questions 

he had in the past were now moot with the electrical equipment being located in the basement.  

 

Moenck agreed with Wooters with the exception of one issue.  He was concerned about the 

safety of the equipment on the roof, especially in severe weather.  Kerber explained the 

construction of the ballasted mechanism was broadly used across the country, including those 

areas with high winds (up to 120 mph), and was the preferred way of securing solar panels to flat 

roofs because it didn’t require penetration.  A stamped approval of the drawings from a 

professional engineer was required stating the panels would not blow off into neighbors’ 

property.  This approval had already been obtained.  Kerber provided examples of other locations 

in Michigan where the panels had been installed. 

 

Goldberg stated that if this issue were approved as a Special Land Use it would go through the 

Building permit process.  He also stated that “particular” standards might be considered to be 

added to the Ordinance No. 6 of the Proposed Ordinance which has to do with removal if the 

system was no longer in use.  If “standards” were added, he would like to add as a condition that 

if the system ceased to perform its intended function for more than 6 months or not used for 6 

months the system needed to be removed within 90 days. 

 

Kerber stated that the typical life of solar system was 25-30 years.  He added that removing them 

was just as easy as installing them.  Regarding Franklin’s process of Special Use Approval, he 

suggested contacting other communities, especially Ann Arbor, which had done an expedited 

approval process, specifically because they wanted to encourage residents to install solar 

systems. 

 

Halick had no objections to the panels; however, he questioned what the payback period would 

be and if there were any service plans, i.e. warranties?  Kerber stated that there was typically a 

12- year payback, depending on the current utility prices and very favorable warranty periods for 

the equipment. 

 

Abbass’s concerns had been answered.  Downing, having reviewed the application and the 

material provided, and after viewing the property and the surrounding area, approved the project.  

The availability and cost of insurance for properties, which have solar panels, was her only 

concern.  

 

Motion by Downing, seconded by Abbass to approve Solar Panels, Special Approval Use, 

26380 Willowgreen and recommend that this application be sent to Village Council for 

Approval.  
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Goldberg requested that the following condition be added, “If the roof mounted solar energy 

system ceases to perform its intended function of generating electricity for more than six (6) 

consecutive months, the operator must remove the collectors, mounts, and associated equipment 

and facilities no later than ninety (90) day after the end of the six (6) month period.” 

 

Motion by Downing, seconded by Abbass to approve the Solar Panels, Special Approval 

Use, 26380 Willowgreen and recommend this application be sent to Village Council for 

Approval.  Conditionally, if the roof mounted solar energy system ceases to perform its 

intended function which is generating electricity for more than six (6) consecutive months, 

the operator must remove the collectors, mounts, and associated equipment and facilities 

no later than ninety (90) days after the end of the six (6) month period, as amended. 

 

Roll Call Vote 

Downing  Aye 

Halick  Aye 

Abbass  Aye 

Goldberg  Aye 

Moenck  Aye 

Wooters  Aye 

 

Absent: Haddad 

Motion carried. 

 

   B.  Air BNB, Residential Rentals 

Traxler referred to her June 15, 2020 memo, Short Term Rentals – Preliminary Findings Report. 

She acknowledged that the Village received a letter (6/17/2020) from a resident, which also 

included opinions of neighbors.  

 

Traxler began her PowerPoint presentation with a general definition of “Short Term Rentals”, in 

addition to the Industry Standards for Short-Term Rentals (STRs) found on page one (1) of her 

memo.  She also included a caution concerning all other codes when defining and regulating 

STRs. 

 

In her memo, she included the review and chart of how the neighboring communities were 

regulating short-term rentals.  She found and listed four different ways in which communities 

approached STRs and included five (5) examples of the regulations.  She also listed five (5) 

potential decision criteria and the importance of each, which should be considered. 

 

Relative to the Planning Commission’s next steps, she proposed that if the Commission needed 

additional information, it could gather public input on the subject (she had some suggestions), 

and request McKenna with the assistance of the Village Administration and attorney, to draft 

some standards.  Pulker could advise on how and when to approach the Village Council. 

 

Pulker noted that Council had received interest in this subject at the January Council meeting and 

referred this topic to Planning for an in-depth review of this issue and recommendation.  
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Goldberg broke this issue into three (3) types of recommendations to consider before presenting 

it to Council:  Nothing needed to be done; Recommend an Ordinance be drafted to prohibit 

STRs; and Acknowledge STRs existence in an Ordinance and regulate them. 

 

Each Commissioner expressed his/her opinion.  

Goldberg – Based upon Traxler’s memo under Balancing Interests, she indicated that in mid-

June 2020 on an online website she had found 4 or 5 available rentals in the Franklin/Bingham 

Farms locale.  Statistically speaking, .3 of 1% of the houses in the Village were being rented as 

Air BNBs that amounted to 30-35 residents directly impacted.  Pulker reported that the Police 

Chief stated that the Department had not had any problems with any short-term rentals; however, 

it had had some difficulties with an occasional long-term rental. 

 

According to Traxler, the number of rentals vary depending on such things as the season of the 

year. 

 

Downing – She confirmed with Traxler that as of this meeting there were two (2) listings; one at 

either end (south end and northeast end) of the Village.  The ones Traxler had referred to earlier 

were fairly far apart.  Downing was concerned that this could become a commercial enterprise 

and the Village already has a commercial district.  These homes were currently rented out 

without regulations, checks or balances, or safety inspections.  She was uncomfortable with it. 

 

Halick – Traxler clarified that the number of rentals she found varies depending on certain 

circumstances.  She agreed with Halick that the count was not definite.  He felt that there were 

many stakeholders who had interests in this situation; however, the most important ones with the 

primary interests were those who lived in Franklin.  He suggested a well-publicized survey be 

conducted of those living the Village.  Personally speaking, he saw no benefit for the Village.  If 

they were allowed, the percentage should be small and there should be regulations.  If need be, 

he would be in favor of an Ordinance with a significant permit cost.  He preferred prohibition. 

 

Abbass – He needed more details.  How would it affect the house prices and the community in 

general?  The community was small, and its assets should be protected and not impacted by such 

a business. 

 

Moenck – He felt that state regulations and/or control on this subject was imminent and the 

Village should be prepared and have something in place first.  He brought up the subject of 

“grandfathering” of those already in existence.  He referred to the house behind him, stating that 

at the moment it was getting a lot of attention, which was evident by the letters the Village has 

received concerning it.  He shared some of the details related to the renovations of the house. 

 

Wooters – He was in favor of getting more information from the Village; however, he would 

recommend an Ordinance.  He did not see anything on the books regarding rentals in general.  If 

there was a concern about the upkeep and maintenance of STRs, there should be the same 

concern regarding long-term rentals.  He was of the opinion that property owners should have the 

freedom to do, as he/she wanted as long as it did not create public safety issues.  At the same 
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time, he was in favor of having a mechanism in place to prevent public safety nuisances.  He 

would be interested in and in favor of an Ordinance, which had a provision for STRs as part of it.  

 

Goldberg did not fully support having a SurveyMonkey as the conduit for Village opinions.  He 

asked Stakhiv if she and/or the Council preferred that PC have a Public Hearing and then make a 

recommendation to Council or would the Council prefer to have its own Public Hearing before it 

took any action?  The Council Public Hearing would be broadcast on TV, whereas the PC 

Hearing would not be. 

 

Stakhiv, Council Liaison – She replied that she thought Council had handed off the subject of 

STRs to PC.  The PC should listen to the participants’ responses it will hear at tonight’s meeting, 

the letters it has received, and  those opinions from a possible Public Hearing (if PC chose to 

hold one) and then make its recommendation to Council. 

 

Nick Bevins, Hersheyvale Dr., wrote the letter and gathered responses from some of his 

neighbors about this issue.  He expressed how important this issue was to the neighbors of STRs 

and the Village as a whole.  He opined that this was not something that the residents needed in 

the community nor should they have to deal with in terms of regulating, inspections, permits, etc.  

It would be easier and more straight forward to ban them.  

 

Vanessa Metti, 32-year resident, has three (3) STRs in the Village and acknowledged that this 

conversation on STRs was directed toward her.  She explained her history with the three (3) 

STRs, identified their locations, and specific renovations she had done on one of the properties.  

She listed the reasons why she preferred STRs, including renting to community family members 

who would stay for a month, as opposed to staying in a hotel/motel which was not practical.  She 

added that recently she found an unwelcomed negative note on the front door of one of her 

homes.  As background, she stated that some of her renters have been referrals from re-location 

managers, professional real estate agents, and insurance claims adjusters.  She has some long-

term rentals, which she would like to turn into STRs, as she would have more control over them. 

 

Sharon McIlnay, Hersheyvale Dr., lived next door to the STR on Shelly Lynn Ct. and stated she 

was ashamed that someone in the neighborhood would leave such a note for Ms. Metti.  She 

asked that the Planning Commission consider all the efforts Metti has put into her STRs, as they 

were well kept up.  She supported Halick’s comments that Franklin residents should be the 

priority.  She and others have put considerable amount of time and money into their homes and 

would like the Planning Commission to consider their economic interests when it came time to 

sell their property.  Having a STR next door would not be a financial benefit when selling their 

houses.  She requested that if the Planning Commission allowed STRs, some form of regulations 

should be considered which would make the residential neighborhood a more stable 

environment.   

 

Ross McBeth, Shellylynn Ct., is a neighbor of the Shellylynn house.  One of the reasons he and 

his family moved to Franklin a few years ago was the sense of community.  While he understood 

the economic interest of a STR, it did not foster the sense of community.  If the STR were a 

business, it should be regulated as a business and should be located in a commercial area district.  
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It did not make him comfortable with a constant flow of new people coming and going into the 

house next door to him. 

 

Moenck supported a short- and long-term rental Ordinance. 

 

Goldberg clarified that the Village could never create an Ordinance that contradicted state law.  

However, the Village could draft an Ordinance that further regulated state law. 

Halick inquired if existing STRs could be “grandfathered in”.  Goldberg would refer this 

question to the Village attorney.  Traxler stated that under the proposed legislation being 

considered, STRs could not be prohibited; however, they may be regulated with certain criteria. 

 

Taking into consideration the conversations at this meeting, Goldberg remarked that PC was not 

ready to take this issue back to Council.  Some questions needed more definitive answers.  He 

also felt that if regulation was going to be considered, it should be for both STRs and long-term 

rentals.  A Public Hearing was necessary to hear everyone’s opinions.  Stakhiv agreed with the 

Planning Commission about having a Public Hearing and suggested that at the Council’s next 

meeting, Goldberg could announce it, as well as see if Council had any input.  Since the Council 

meetings were videotaped more residents and the public could be reached, and thus more 

thoughts and opinions could be garnered either at the scheduled Public Hearing or through calls 

to the Village office and/or by reaching out to members of the Planning Commission. 

 

Traxler advised that in accordance with state law and the Village’s Zoning Ordinance, the 

required timeframe for the distribution of public notices of the Public Hearing could not be 

adhered to.  She suggested Planning hold a Public Input Meeting before the regular Planning 

Commission meeting, similar to the ones held for the proposed Streetscape and Road projects, 

where concepts would be presented.  That being the case, at the next Council meeting Goldberg 

could update Council of its discussions and of the scheduled date for a Public Input Meeting.  

Goldberg requested that Pulker also publish this information in her weekly email blast. 

 

A discussion about “Survey Monkey” ensued. 

 

   C.  Commercial Truck Definitions, in section 1240.08 (19B) 

Traxler pointed out there were two (2) definitions: in General Provisions and Definitions, section 

1240.08 (19B) Commercial vehicles and in the Planning and Zoning Code 1268.14 (b) 

Definitions (1) Commercial vehicle, K. and pointed out that they were not consistent.  The 

Building Official requested the definitions be consistent in each section.  Traxler will re-write the 

definition in 1240.08 (19B) and in 1268.14 (b) write “Refer to definition in 1240.08 (19B)”. 

 

Traxler will bring the revision back to Planning next month for consideration. 

 

   D.  Master Plan Review 

Goldberg passed on this item. 

 

   E.  Solar Panel Regulations and Open Space/Impervious Surface Ordinance.   
Solar Panel Regulations 
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Goldberg introduced this subject referring to Traxler’s memo dated May 19, 2020, Solar and 

Wind Energy Facilities. 

 

Pulker clarified that PC would make recommendations of site plans to Council and the Village 

Council would make the final decision.  Traxler added that for “permitted use” it did not go to 

the Village Council. 

 

Goldberg posed three (3) ways the Site Plan Review process could be handled: 

1.  Administratively by the Building Official and if denied, go to the ZBA for a variance,  

2.  Special Land Use, requiring it to come to the Planning Commission, or 

3.  Make it a Permitted Use with specific requirements of a site plan. 

 

There was a discussion about the six (6) Standards listed on pages 2 and 3 of Traxler’s memo.  

Moenck supported the Standards and recommended that the review be handled administratively.  

Downing agreed with Moenck, as did Wooters; however, Wooters had concerns about #4.  

Height and #6.  Removal on page 3. 

 

Goldberg recommended that action be taken on this issue at the next meeting. 

 

Abbass would like regulations to be handled administratively 

 

Motion by Goldberg, seconded by Abbass to direct Traxler to redefine the Ordinance, as 

discussed, to regulate Solar Energy Systems to make them regulated for the Standards as 

listed, to remove them as Special Land Use Approvals, and keep the Wind Energy Facilities 

as Special Land Use Approvals. 
 

Roll Call Vote 

Downing  Aye 

Halick  Aye 

Abbass  Aye 

Goldberg  Aye 

Moenck  Aye 

Wooters  Aye 

 

Absent: Haddad 

Motion carried. 

 

Motion by Halick, seconded by Wooters to schedule a Public Hearing to consider the newly 

revised Ordinance of Solar Energy Facilities and Wind Energy Facilities before the next 

Planning Commission meeting on July 15, 2020. 

 

Roll Call Vote 

Downing  Aye 

Halick  Aye 

Abbass  Aye 

Goldberg  Aye 
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Moenck  Aye 

Wooters  Aye 

 

Absent: Haddad 

Motion carried. 

 

Open Space/Impervious Surface Ordinance 

Goldberg passed on this item.  It would be discussed at the next meeting. 

 

   F.  Sign Guidelines Update.   

Goldberg passed on this item. 

 

   G.  Franklin Cemetery Proposal. 

Goldberg updated the Commission on recent activity.  He had informed Council and was given 

permission to put up stakes and yellow tape demarcating the pertinent areas.  He suggested that 

he ask the surveyor to officially send a drawing to the Cemetery Board’s engineers who, with the 

legal description, show PC what was being planned for those areas.  He wanted the Cemetery 

Board to provide a financial analysis divided into two (2) columns: Nothing Done and 40 Years 

in the Future.  Council would be advised of the benefits that would help in its decision-making 

process. 

 

   F.  Master Plan Implementation 

   1.  Sidewalks/Safe Walking Zones 

Goldberg suggested this be discussed at the next meeting. 

 

   2.  Proposed Projects 

Goldberg requested that two (2) items be added to next month’s agenda.  Referring to Downing’s 

report on the Michigan Association of Planning Seminar that she had attended, he proposed that  

under Proposed Projects, to add a discussion about working on a summary of the Commission’s 

actions during the year (approved, denied, or working on) to be given to the Council in order to 

receive some input.  The second item would be an annual meeting (i.e. “State of the Union”) of 

Planning, Zoning, Historic Commissions, MSF, ZBA, and Council explaining what each had 

been working on, and the reasons behind decisions.  Traxler stated that this was a requirement as 

a statute, although Franklin had never followed it.  She would provide different formats used by 

different communities.  It might be beneficial during Budget deliberations. 

 

Election of Officers would be on next month’s agenda. 

 

XI. GENERAL COMMUNICATION   

   A.  Upcoming Meeting Dates:  Next Regularly Scheduled Meeting, July 15, 

2020, 7 PM. 

 

XII. ADJOURNMENT 

Motion by Moenck, seconded by Goldberg to adjourn the meeting. 

 

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 9:50 PM. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

 

       Gail Beke, Recording Secretary 

 

 

       Eileen H. Pulker, Clerk 

 

       _______________________ 

 

 


